ABSTRACT Smart Healthcare is envisioned as the combination of traditional healthcare augmented by smart bio-sensors, wearable devices, and a plethora of on-body sensors that communicate with smart hospitals, smart emergency response systems, and ambulances, through advanced information and communication technologies. The vision of smart healthcare as part of a smart city relies on the framework of the Internet of Things (IoT) as the underlying core technology that enables the design and operation of a city, whereby smart technology, energy grids, transportation, buildings, communication, and information technology, are all interconnected. This paper addresses some of the challenges faced in the IoT infrastructure, specifically secure communication and user authentication in the context of automated analysis of biomedical images and communication of the analysis results and related metadata in a smart healthcare framework. A hardware architecture for a secure digital camera integrated with the secure better portable graphics (SBPG) compression algorithm, suitable for applications in the IoT, is proposed in this paper. The focus of this paper is on patient data protection and authentication. The proposed SBPG architecture offers two layers of protection, concurrent encryption and watermarking, which address all issues related to security, privacy, and digital rights management. The experimental results demonstrate that the new compression technique BPG outperforms JPEG in terms of compression quality and compressed file size while providing increased image quality. High performance requirements of BPG have been met by employing two techniques: 1) insertion of an encrypted signature in the center portion of the image and 2) frequency-domain watermarking using blockwise DCT of size 8 × 8 pixels. These approaches optimize the proposed architecture by decreasing computational complexity while maintaining strong protection, with concomitant increase of the speed of the watermarking and compression processes. A Simulink R prototype for the proposed architecture has been built and tested. To the best of our knowledge, the hardware architecture for BPG compression with built-in image authentication capability for integration with a secure digital camera is the first one ever proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smart Healthcare (SHC) is envisioned as a vital component of smart cities. The Internet of Things (IoT) is the core technology on which smart cities rely, whereby smart technology, energy grids, transportation, buildings, communication, and information technology, are all interconnected [1] , [2] . Smart Healthcare is conceptualized as the combination of traditional healthcare augmented by smart bio-sensors, wearable devices and a plethora of on-body sensors that communicate with smart hospitals, smart emergency response systems, and smart vehicles, including ambulances, through advanced Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) [2] , [3] .
Healthcare represents one of the most attractive application areas for the IoT, as depicted in [2, Fig. 1 ]. To provide timely real-time patient information to health support staff, which may reside in separate offices, hospitals or across several hospitals in the same city or at different cities, a smart hospital may employ cloud computing and big data analytics in conjunction with ICTs and smartphone apps. Similarly, telemedicine uses ICTs to deliver healthcare screening and even a diagnosis in remote and underserved areas, usually rural, as well as in developing countries whereby specialized expertise is not readily available. The IoT infrastructure relies on fast communication among the many different types of sensors, devices, and applications; on network security; and on the integrity of the software, middleware, and firmware algorithms that make the interconnected systems smart [3] .
A useful implementation of the IoT in general, and of smart healthcare in particular, poses several challenges, including energy efficiency of the components connected to the system; security of communications; unique identification of users that guarantees the privacy of the users information; computational performance, reliability, and flexibility of the system; efficient analysis of large datasets in real time; and processing and storing enormous amounts of data for follow-up studies and for knowledge discovery in meta-analysis stages [4] . These very important requirements of such systems impose significant challenges on the hardware design of electronic circuits and systems in terms of reliability and security. A secure framework should allow the unique identification of the originating site of data, guarantee the integrity of the data, safeguard against corruption, and should also set access privileges automatically to the rightful owners of the data for further offline analysis and patient follow ups.
One of the important requirements of SHC is to develop the capability for automated analyses of biomedical images and secure communication, with user authentication, of the results of those analyses and related metadata over an IoT infrastructure. This article addresses some of these challenges related to the fulfillment of this requirement. In this context, this research focuses on exploration of algorithms and architectures for Better Portable Graphics (BPG) [5] , for energy-efficient, low-bitrate, and secure biomedical information exchange within the framework of SHC, and the realization of a Secure BPG (SBPG). More specifically, in this research watermarking methods are explored for use in architectures for trusted biomedical information exchange that is an integral part of an IoT. Additionally, we extend our initial work on BPG [6] and develop advanced energy-efficient realtime architectures using BPG. Medical images can be adapted to validate the security-integrated BPG methods, so that medical data can be securely stored and their integrity can be verified as they are transmitted over insecure Internet connections. Similar approaches can be considered with future expansion to non-image biomedical data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, contributions of this paper are described. Section III presents related work in the field. In Section IV, a broad application perspective of a Secure Digital Camera (SDC) integrated with SBPG for IoT is presented. In Section V, the architectural overview of the SBPG integrated SDC is discussed. The SBPG algorithm and architecture are illustrated in Section VI, followed by experimental results in Section VII and a power optimization perspective in Section VIII. The conclusions are summarized in section IX.
II. NOVEL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS PAPER
The IoT infrastructure relies on fast communication among the many different types of sensors, devices, and applications, on network security, and the integrity of the software, middleware, and firmware algorithms that make the systems smart. Thus, an efficient implementation of the IoT in general, and of SHC in particular, poses several challenges including energy efficiency of the components connected to the systems, security of communications, unique identification of users and privacy of the users information, computational performance, system reliability and flexibility, efficient analysis of large datasets in realtime, and handling and storing enormous amounts of data [7] , [8] . More importantly, it imposes significant challenges on the hardware design of circuits and systems in terms of reliability and security. A few challenges of IoT-based smart healthcare are presented in Fig. 2 [3] , [9] . This paper describes a hardware architecture of the Secure Better Portable Graphics (SBPG) compression encoder that could easily be integrated with a Secure Digital Camera (SDC). The SDC is a secure and novel device for capturing digital images. In contrast to the standard Digital Camera (DC) capable of capturing only still images in a digital form and maintaining a visual record of events, the SDC is equipped with additional security-related features. For example, a DC does not have the capability to track the source, authenticity, and succession of custody for the images. Partial alleviation of these shortcomings can be provided by digital watermarking but it does not provide indisputable image authentication. The unique components of SDC help identification of the user, corroboration of image fidelity, and maintenance of detailed records of time and other pertinent data [10] related to succession of custody of the images.
To meet the rapidly evolving requirements of smaller image size without loss of quality, the proposed architecture uses the recently developed BPG compression [5] algorithm. As far as the authors' knowledge goes, this is the first ever prototype for a hardware architecture for an SDC with an integrated SBPG compression encoder and analysis of the architecture.
The main contributions of this work are:
• An SDC equipped with a novel SBPG compression technique that facilitates real-time, high-quality, and low-size imaging. This is a novel use of the SDC to address the numerous privacy and security issues associated with transmission of biomedical images over the IoT.
• Innovative hardware architecture for SBPG compression that is integrated with the SDC, thus forming an integral system, optimized for security and trust with minimal energy consumption.
• Hardware design space exploration with Simulink Rbased prototype of the algorithm, which allows for exhaustive analysis of trade-offs and what-if scenarios, before the design is implemented in silicon.
• Experimentation for a comparative analysis of the architecture with existing standards, which demonstrates the superior performance of SBPG and its suitability for next-generation IoT applications.
III. RELATED PRIOR RESEARCH
In this section, related prior research in Secure Digital Camera design and a specific application, smart traffic surveillance, are discussed. Mohanty [10] , has demonstrated a unique approach towards an SDC having two layers of protection with seamless integration of watermarking and data encryption capabilities. Steganography of binary image data and its secure authentication is handled by the proposed architecture. A method for field programmable gate array (FPGA) and System-on-Chip (SoC) implementation is part of this research. Darji et al. [11] , demonstrate a hardware capable of an invisible watermark embedding with the LeGall 5/3
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The suggested structural design addresses the limitations of standard digital cameras. The algorithm was assessed with JPEG compression and, for the VLSI implementation of the processor, Verilog was recommended. To support ownership rights of pictures and illustrations captured by digital cameras, a novel scheme is introduced in [12] . The proposed two-fold technique combines semi-brittle and vigorous blind type watermarks. Development of the watermark in this work is done using the rate of information recurrence and the camera owner's biometric records. Two digital image watermarking methods have been put into practice by an innovative VLSI based approach presented in [13] . The VLSI approach enables integration of these methods with any available digital camera structure. The proposed design involves a sequence of steps for the watermark construction on a pixel-by-pixel basis based on the signal-to-noise ratio information. In [14] , a camera called TrustCAM is proposed for integrity protection, authenticity and confidentiality of image data. In [15] , a Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) based trusted sensor is proposed and the corresponding camera has been prototyped for sensed data attestation. In [16] , the design of smart cameras is presented with a concept called Signcryption for resource-efficient data signing and encryption in a single step. Bramberger et al. [17] , present a novel camera prototype for smart traffic surveillance. The architecture of the camera is based on CMOS sensors, digital signal routing and a complex system CPU. The uniqueness of this approach lies in its ability to detect motionless vehicles automatically. Further, by using the proposed model, detecting traffic jams in real time could become possible. Wafi et al. [18] , investigate the use of camera-video-surveillance capabilities for distinguishing moving vehicles in varying and diverse street settings. The authors have considered a functional encoding of OpenCV by integrating several operating systems to assess the outcomes, mainly GNU Linux. The study in [19] presents an original approach to a camera with the capability to transmit and receive images in a multitude of directions when used along with pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ). This distinct capability makes it easier for the tracker to follow irregular activities. The attributes of omni cameras identified included coarse categorization, refined classifications and generation of longterm statistics.
Effectiveness of an embedded smart front-end camera for implementing smart and sophisticated traffic surveillance algorithms has ben studied in [20] . The camera could reach an approximate performance of seventeen frames per second. The proposed system has taken into account major issues faced in traffic networks like the need to reduce system bandwidth for video streaming. It is unique due to its feature of recording unanticipated traffic events autonomously. For real-time monitoring of the traffic from a motionless camera, a novel algorithm called the Scale Adaptive Object Tracking (SAOT) is proposed in [21] . This method uses the correlation between the past and new traffic information for continuously resolving traffic drift issues. 
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IV. SDC-SBPG INTEGRATION FOR IoT: A BROAD APPLICATION PERSPECTIVE
The SDC is a device that augments standard features of a digital camera with additional built-in facilities for real-time performance, and low-cost and low-power operation [22] , [23] . In this work, a novel encoder with built-in watermarking and encryption facility called secure Better Portable Graphics (SBPG) is presented. Compared to JPEG, BPG compression offers better compression along with high quality of decompressed images, and this makes it uniquely suitable for real time and bandwidth-restricted environments. The SDC integrated with SBPG is typically implemented as an SoC. Using watermarking and encryption as two layers of protection, the SDC addresses many Digital Rights Management (DRM) issues including rights of ownership, tracking of usage, detection of tampering, and authentication of content. These security features together with real-time performance make the SDC integrated with SBPG immensely suited for smart applications such as the IoT based SHC, as shown in Fig. 3 .
The IoT is an ensemble of innumerable smart mobile devices, smart homes, and embedded applications connected to the Internet for integration of greater computational capabilities with the usage of analytics to extract and act on relevant information. The Internet is currently connected to billions of devices, and soon this number is expected to grow to hundreds of billions or even trillions. Related devices communicating with each other via the Internet form an intelligent system of systems or a meta-system. These metasystems share data over the cloud and analyze it, and thereby transform the world, our lives, and the way we conduct business, in countless ways. Improvement of medical care, faster production of better products with lower development costs, more enjoyable shopping, and optimization energy production and consumption are but a few examples of drastic improvement in our quality life due to this transformation. In the current article, the initial concentration is on image data because of easy access and ease of manipulation as depicted in Fig. 3 . At a later part of the research more relevant biomedical information, such as EEG and EKG signals, basal body temperature, pulse and respiration data, etc., will be considered. The basic functions of the framework, namely PUF-based hardware security/encryption and watermarking, remain the same with minor adaptations to each form of data. A potential typical sequence of events that will trigger the framework function is as follows: (1) An event (epileptic seizure, heart attack, fall, etc.) triggers automatically the IoT-enabled device on the patient. The patient may be incapacitated and not able to direct further actions or provide authentication. (2) The generated data are locally watermarked to evaluate later if they have been tampered. (3) The watermarked data are encrypted with a key uniquely determined by the device (a PUF) to guarantee their point of origin. The key is derived purely from stochastic characteristics of the device and is typically unknown not only to attackers but even the manufacturer of the device. (4) The data travel through the IoT and are received by the responder. (5) The data are decrypted via asymmetric key cryptography, the point of origin is confirmed, and the watermark quality evaluated to ensure that the data have not been tampered with. This step takes place very quickly, typically in fractions of a second. (6) Based on the trustworthy data, the provider makes a decision, and potentially activates remotely a device (e.g. medicine reservoir). actions and continues transmitting biomedical information to the provider.
V. ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW OF SBPG INTEGRATED SDC
The SDC offers new trends for scrutiny and inspection of real-time image-related patient data. Health providers are therefore able to track the record of any patient easily anytime, anywhere, securely and with complete privacy protection. The digital images and other data captured through the SDC can help in efficient patient monitoring by identifying significant events automatically and triggering appropriate alarms. Upon examination of the basic attributes and significance of the SDC, it can be stated that it would be an effective component for the development of SHC. With its secure and smart features, the SDC can transform existing health monitoring systems to an intelligent and automated system. Such an intelligent system would be capable of processing, analyzing, storing and communicating information over the network autonomously without any human support [24] . Based on the aforementioned facts and findings, it can be presumed that the SDC offers a new dimension to integrate the IoT (Internet of Things) within the existing healthcare system. Its potentials of error minimization and integrity of digital evidence can further help in transforming the traditional healthcare system to a true SHC system. Fig. 4 presents an architectural overview of the proposed SBPG integrated SDC with a system-level block diagram of the SDC. The proposed architecture enhances a standard digital camera with additional built-in capabilities for watermarking, encryption and BPG compression. the building blocks of this system are an active pixel sensor (APS) unit, a liquid crystal display, analog-to-digital converters, and encryption, watermarking, and compression units. Images captured by an image sensor are converted into digital signals, and stored temporarily in scratch memory. Further processing of the images is done by the SBPG module. The entire sequence of the events is handled by the controller unit. In the system-on-a-chip (SoC) implementation of the proposed architecture for SDC, three independent modules for data encryption, watermarking, and compression work in a coordinated manner. An invisible robust blind watermarking approach is used in conjunction with the Rijndael advanced encryption standard (AES) [25] in the proposed SBPG module. The SBPG module performs the BPG compression, which, as mentioned earlier, yields higher compression ratio compared JPEG images without compromising the decompressed image quality. BPG compression is based on High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), which is considered a major advance in compression techniques. The two layers of protection in the proposed architecture are AES encryption and invisible robust blind watermarking. Two layers of protection are required because all issues related to DRM cannot be addressed by either the encryption or watermarking algorithms alone. For example, an encryption algorithm prevents unauthorized access of the digital content, but not illegal replication of the decrypted content by an unauthorized user. The latter issue can be addressed by digital watermarking. Establishments of ownership rights by protection of the images against false ownership claims based on unauthorized modification and illegal replication is the main strength of the Digital watermarking algorithms. Hence, conjoint use of encryption and watermarking algorithms provides full protection: confidentiality and data integrity. Fig. 5 depicts the various processing stages of the SBPG integrated with SDC. Performing watermarking and data encryption prior to BPG compression is more secure approach compared to the reverse approach because watermarking after compression means watermarking based on changed information of the host image.
VI. SBPG: ALGORITHM AND ARCHITECTURE
A. ALGORITHM AND ARCHITECTURE OF ENCRYPTION AND WATERMARK UNIT
AES is considered the most common block cipher, as it supports a variable data block and a variable key length. The proposed encryption and watermarking unit in the context of SBPG operation flow is shown in Fig. 6 . The block and key size can be any multiple of 32 bits, between 128 and 256. The main reason for the choice of the AES algorithm is due to the fact that there are no practical known attacks against AES. In addition, AES can be optimized in VLSI architectures to achieve high-performance and high throughput with area efficient implementations [26] . AES consists of four fundamental algebraic function transformations: byte substitution, shift row, mix column, and round key for each standard round with the exception that the last standard round does not perform mix column. Based on the block and key size, 128, 192, or 256, the number of standard rounds will be 10, 12, or 14, respectively.
In general terms, digital watermarking is a method in which information regarding an image and its owner is embedded in the image itself in such a way that unauthorized users are not able to recover an original copy of the image, while an authorized user can, after suitable processing of the image. Depending upon the application requirements such as speed, cost, and reliability, different types of watermarking can be employed. The invisible-robust-blind watermarking algorithm features chosen for this application are summarized as follows:
1) Robustness, quality, and computational load are optimized due to watermark embedding in the center portion of the image containing the main information of the scene. Additionally, encryption and watermark insertion at the quarter-sized sub-image at the center provides robustness against violation of DRM rights because attempts to remove the watermark will result in significant image quality degradation. 2) The watermark processing is done in the frequency domain using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) thus increasing the speed of watermark insertion. Additionally, the computational speed is increased by selecting an 8 × 8 DCT block size . 3) Watermark insertion is done in the mid-frequency range of the image increases robustness since removal of mid-frequencies rather than the high or low frequency components of the watermarked image significantly affects the watermark as noticed by the human eye. The watermark insertion is performed on the color image, which is assumed of size M × N based on the procedure proposed in [27] and [28] . As the first step of the insertion process, the image is transformed from the RBG space to YCbCr color space. From this point on, the Y-color component is considered for further processing. The Y component is divided into 8×8 blocks and DCT is performed on each block. Since the center portion of the image is the focus of attention from the viewer's point of view, the watermark is embedded in the center quarter of the image. By only using 25% of the image area for watermarking, computational efficiency as well as overall image quality are increased. Furthermore, if an attacker attempts to destroy or remove the central watermark, image quality will be substantially degraded. The selection of appropriate DCT coefficients for the watermarking process is of fundamental importance. Selecting low frequency components causes degraded image quality due to their high information content. On the other hand, insertion in the high frequency components makes the watermark susceptible to removal through low-pass filters. Therefore, in this application the mid-frequency blocks are selected for watermark insertion. Four mid frequency coefficients are chosen from each block in the center quarter of the image. From these coefficients, a vector R of size K is generated, as given in equation 1, where K is the number of blocks in the center quarter of the image, and r x,y is the coefficient of the selected block y. A pseudo random sequence is chosen from bits in the encrypted signature, which is used as the watermark represented in equation 2. The watermark is inserted into the DCT coefficients of the image from which vector R is extracted according to equation 3:
where i = 1, 2, · · · , 4 × K and α is a scaling constant determining the watermark strength. Small values of α make the watermark vulnerable to modification and also make its extraction and detection difficult. Large values of α can render the watermark visible. An optimal choice of α is necessary, as discussed in [29] . In this work the focus is on high performance with good quality hence a value of α = 0.5 is chosen. The complete insertion process is shown in Fig. 7 . For brevity, only the insertion process is discussed here as the extraction process is its exact reverse.
B. ALGORITHM AND ARCHITECTURE OF THE SBPG COMPRESSION UNIT
Higher compression ratio compared to JPEG without affecting image quality is achieved by BPG. BPG supports, animation, lossless compression, various color spaces (grayscale, YCbCr, RGB, YCqCo), and chroma formats [5] , [6] , [30] . The success of SBPG relies on the capability of BPG to generated high-quality, small-size images. Preliminary results by the authors of this work [6] , [30] demonstrate that the algorithm is very promising in terms of quality and compression ratio. Fig. 8 presents an overview of the simplified BPG processing flow to be investigated. The reference BPG image library and utilities (libbpg) can be divided into four functional modules: BPG encoder, BPG decoder, Javascript decoder, and BPG viewer. With JPEG or PNG images as input, the BPG encoder performs BPG compression to produce corresponding BPG-compressed images. The BPG decoder performs the decompression. With an embedded small Javascript decoder, most web browsers support the BPG format. Any program can view a BPG image with the help of a BGP viewer. The BPG encoder is based on HEVC encoding [31] . HEVC, also known as H.265, is considered as the prime candidate to replace the H.264 standard due to its compression efficiency [32] . HEVC aims at reducing the bitrate used in H.264/AVC because it is more parallelfriendly [33] , [34] . Fig. 9 presents the BPG compression encoder flow. BPG encoding involves two main stages: the pre-encoding (initialization) stage and the encoding stage. In the initialization stage, meta data such as color space and bit depth is read. Bit depth is the number of bits used to indicate the color of each pixel [10] . Common bit depths are: 8, 10, 12, · · · . Images with high bit depths have stricter data storage and transmission bandwidth requirements. Moreover, some displays are not capable of reproducing all these colors. The BPG compression encoder strictly considers images with bit depth of 8. In the second (encoding) stage, HEVC first reduces temporal and spatial redundancy of video data by inter and intra frame prediction and then, using an 8 × 8 block as the basic coding unit, transforms the image data to frequency domain with the help either the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) or the Discrete Sine Transform (DST). Standard sizes of the transform, which is usually the DCT, are 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16, and 32 × 32. The transformed image is quantized and additionally compressed using entropy coding to eliminate redundancies not removed by the aforementioned prediction mechanisms. The reconstruction core constructs a decoded reference frame as seen by a decoder every time a frame is encoded [35] during the processing of a video. In this BPG application, it remains idle. The bitstream core further compresses the image via entropy coding by the use of context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC).
A hardware architecture for energy-efficient encoding is shown in [6, Fig. 10] The controller unit is responsible for coordination of the entire process; it is modeled as a finite state machine (FSM) with fifteen states: init, S0 · · · S13, as shown in Fig. 11 . The init state checks the watermark signal: if it is 0, it infers that the watermarking process has not yet been performed. In this case the transition init → S0 takes place. After reading of the pixel data in S0 state, the controller transitions to state S1, where DCT is performed. If all DCT coefficients of a block is have not been calculated, the transition S2 → S0 takes place. After the completion of all blocks, transition S1 → S3 occurs to encrypt the signature. The determination of the perceptually important center quarter of the image is done in state S4. The actual watermarking takes place in states S4 and S5. Subsequently, the watermark is written to RAM. When all the coefficients of the blocks are watermarked, a transition occurs to the init state and the watermark signal is changed to 1 which causes the transition init → S8 where the image parameters are checked. If they are compatible for BPG encoding, image splitting is performed in state S9, otherwise the system resets back to the init state. In state S10, temporal and spatial redundancy are reduced. In state S11 quantization of the coefficients takes place. For video, reference frames are constructed in state S12. Finally, CABAC is performed in state S13, which completes the BPG compression of the watermarked image.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Implementation of the SBPG architecture is done in MATLAB R /Simulink R with the Computer Vision Toolbox [36] . Use of MATLAB R provides flexibility for the lowlevel implementation whereas the Simulink R model provides a top-level functional and dataflow visualization.
A. SIMULINK MODELING OF THE SBPG ENCODER
The SBPG encoder model developed using a bottom-up modeling methodology is shown in Fig. 12 . Initially the encryption, watermarking, and BPG units are modeled and then integrated into sub-systems. Verification and testing of the overall system functionality is performed on this composite SBPG encoder model. Experimental results of the extensive testing phase for several test images are shown in this section.
B. WATERMARK INSERTION AND IMAGE COMPRESSION USING THE SBPG ENCODER
Out of a large data set from the Joint Picture Expert Graphics (JPEG) Group, five standard images with different spatial and frequency characteristics are selected for experimentation with SBPG. The cover image, watermarked image, and corresponding BPG image are shown in Fig. 13, Fig. 14,  Fig. 15, Fig. 16, and Fig. 17 . 
C. GRAPHS OF RMSE AND PSNR TO MEASURE QUALITY ASSURANCE
The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [37] given in equation 4, and the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [38] Relevant metrics for each test image are presented in Table 1 . In all the cases, a PSNR value above 47.9 dB is maintained. Improvement after decompression in the visual quality of the watermarked and compressed images with larger PSNR values confirms the strength of the proposed SBPG encoder in maintaining the quality of the watermarked images and making it impossible for the human eye to detect the signatures of the watermarks in the images. Higher values of PSNR demonstrate the quality of the images compressed with SBPG as well as the attack resilience and consequent robustness of the algorithm. Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show the graphs of PSNR and RMSE versus the sizes of the corresponding watermarked, and watermarked and compressed images for all the test images. Table 1 indicates that the PSNR value for the ''Pepper'' image is the highest at 55.4 dB, whereas it is the lowest for the ''Forest'' image. Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show that the trend is reversed in the case of RMSE.
A comparison of this architecture vis-a-vis some prior works on secure digital camera is presented in Table 4 . In this context, the superiority of the proposed SBPG should be emphasized.
D. TESTING FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE
Trade-offs between watermark quality and compression performance need to be compared. The results presented in Table 1 show a consistent maintenance of PSNR value above 47.9 dB in all test cases and thereby verify that the proposed SBPG architecture provides high quality watermarking along with better compression compared to JPEG. The high performance architecture has been developed based on the following considerations: 1) Optimization of robustness, quality, and computational load by inserting watermarks exclusively at the center portion of the image, which typically is the repository of main information content. Consideration of a portion of the image rather than the whole image results in increased speed. Any attempt to tamper with the watermark co-located with the main image content at the central portion of the image will result in serious degradation of image quality. Thus this choice for watermark location provides attack resilience and hence robustness. 2) Watermark insertion speed is increased by performing the watermarking in the frequency domain using a frame prediction algorithms to reduce the temporal and spatial redundancy and improve thereby the computational speed, have been incorporated the proposed architecture. When tested with 30 random images to obtain a rough estimate of the frame-rate for video applications, the Simulink R model produced the 30 watermarked compressed images in a time of 1.27 s. This amounts to a maximum throughput of 25 frames/sec at a CPU clock speed of 2400 MHz for the proposed SBPG . It can be argued that the frame rate is acceptable due to the fact that modules in the proposed SBPG run sequentially: the output of the watermarking module is considered as an input to the BPG compression encoder. Overall the proposed SBPG yields a better quality compression at a higher speed along with a double layer of protection with watermarking and encryption by using a state-of-theart image compression technique (BPG) for achieving high compression ratio. 
E. TESTING WITH DIFFERENT ATTACKS
A watermark algorithm is considered to be robust if the embedded watermark cannot be impaired without deterioration of the attacked data [42] . Malicious attackers come up with different schemes to impair the watermarks beyond acceptable limits while maintaining the perceptual quality of the attacked data. Therefore it is important to test a watermarking scheme for robustness against various kinds of attacks.
In the current experiment, state-of-the-art attacks have been used for testing the robustness of our watermarking scheme, as follows: Gaussian filter (standard devision = 0.25), Salt noise (density = 0.05), and Gaussian noise (variance = 0.0001). Table 3 and Figs. 22 and 23 present the PSNR results and the normalized cross correlation coefficients obtained while testing with the aforementioned attacks.
VIII. POWER OPTIMIZATION PERSPECTIVE OF THE PROPOSED SBPG
Power consumption is one of the most important aspects of any portable application [43] , [44] . Low power consumption results in extended battery life and thereby increases portability. Moreover, low power consumption reduces packaging cost, and is beneficial for cooling in both portable and nonportable applications.
A. DCT OPTIMIZATION
The DCT optimization aims at minimizing the number of arithmetic operations involved in the compression process. The lower frequency coefficients obtained from the DCT processing of an image block contain most of the visual information whereas the higher frequency coefficients contain noise and some information about edges. The first row and first column in the block represent the DC component while the remaining blocks represent AC components. Usually, the DC component along with few AC components of lower frequencies are enough to reconstruct the image with perceptually the same quality as the original in a very computationally efficient manner. Discarding the high frequency coefficients results in high image compression as well.
B. SUB-SAMPLE INTERPOLATION
The necessity for subsample (or fractional sample) interpolation arises in case of video coding because the positions of objects that change from frame to frame need not necessarily align with the camera grid positions. To capture smooth and continuous motion of objects accurately, the image intensity values at sub-pixel positions are estimated (interpolated) from the samples at integer positions. Motion vectors with quarter-pixel accuracy for the luma component and one-eighth pixel accuracy for chroma components are supported by the HEVC/H.265 standard. To increase the level of precision in estimating video samples, HEVC generates motion compensated prediction signal by employing a number of strategies including subsample interpolation filtering, dynamic range change, and horizontal or vertical shifting.
C. MECHANISM OF POWER MEASUREMENT
Power estimation is very crucial to the design of energy-efficient systems. Speed and power traded off are important considerations in real-time operation of devices. Two broad categories of power estimation methods are pattern-dependent and pattern-independent methods. In the pattern-dependent method, power dissipation is estimated using a selected set of input patterns whereas in the pattern independent method, random set of input pattern vectors are used to estimate the average power dissipation through a simulation experiment. In this design, a pattern-independent method is adopted, i.e., average power dissipation is determined after many simulation runs with different inputs. The system is considered as a black box and the current and voltage values are measured to calculate power from them with the help of sensors and power blocks available in Simulink R . The simulations are carried out using the ode45 solver configuration, as shown in Fig. 24 . Table 4 and Fig. 25 present a comparative view of the ''dissipated power'' metrics with different test objects for the baseline non-optimal and the proposed optimal designs. These experimental results demonstrate that the proposed SBPG architecture offers energy-efficiency without compromising on quality, compared to the baseline design unoptimized for energy-efficiency.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF RESEARCH
This paper presents a hardware architecture for a secure BPG compressional unit built into a secure digital camera (SDC), which is very useful for image communications in the Internet of Things (IoT). A prototype of the proposed architecture is developed in Simulink R . Experimental results establish the superiority of the new compression technique BPG over the traditional JPEG with respect to compression quality and size of the compressed file. Improvement in the visual quality of the watermarked and BPG compressed images with larger PSNR values, indicates that the proposed SBPG maintains the quality of the watermarked and compressed images intact, and thereby makes it impossible for the human eye to detect the signature of any watermarks in them. Better performance is achieved by choosing to insert the encrypted signature in the central portion of the image containing the crucial image information. This design consideration of using a subimage rather than the whole image results in an architecture optimized with respect to speed and robustness due to reduced computational load and consequent increase speed of operation. Insertion of the watermark in the subimage containing main image information also increases system robustness because any attempt to tamper with the watermark results in image quality degradation. Moreover, watermarking in the frequency domain using DCT increases watermark insertion speed. Finally, the computational speed is further increased with a block-wise DCT of size 8 × 8. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first ever proposed hardware architecture for SBPG compression integrated with SDC. One possible shortcoming of the proposed architecture is its still-image reliance. Future research could include modifications for other types of medical data as well as development of highly energy-efficient architectures for SBPG and novel IoT based smart applications (other than SHC) of the SBPG for disaster relief, emergency management, crime detection and prevention, etc.
